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Summary

21
• Clonal propagation allows some plant species to achieve massive population 22 sizes quickly but also reduces the evolutionary independence of different sites in 23 the genome. 24
• We examine genome-wide genetic diversity in Spirodela polyrhiza, a duckweed 25 that reproduces primarily asexually. 26
• We find that this geographically widespread and numerically abundant species 27 has very low levels of genetic diversity. Diversity at nonsynonymous sites relative 28 to synonymous sites is high, suggesting that purifying selection is weak. A 29 potential explanation for this observation is that a very low frequency of sex 30 renders selection in effective. However, there is a pronounced decay in linkage 31 disequilibrium over 40 kb, suggesting that though sex may be rare at the 32 individual level it is not too infrequent at the population level. In addition, neutral 33 diversity is affected by the physical proximity of selected sites, which would be 34 unexpected if sex was exceedingly rare at the population level. 
95
Here, we analyze genomic sequences of the highly asexual aquatic duckweed,
96
Spirodela polyrhiza. We are broadly interested in the population genomic consequences of the 97 highly asexual lifestyle that characterize this duckweed. S. polyrhiza, the greater duckweed, is 98 part of the Araceae family (subfamily Lemnoideae) containing 37 or 38 species of duckweed 99 (Landolt, 1986; Les et al., 2002) . This aquatic angiosperm is cosmopolitan, excluding polar 100 regions. It is thought to propagate almost exclusively through clonal reproduction ( 
155
First, we applied sample-specific filters. Sample genotypes at a site were considered missing if 156 the sample depth was less than 5 or more than 1.5-fold the median sample depth. For variant 157 sites, where GATK provides a genotype quality (GQ) score for individual genotypes, we 158 excluded all genotypes with GQ score less than 20. Next, we applied a series of site-level filters.
159
Invariant and variant sites were excluded if: 1) fewer than 20 samples had a depth between 5 160 and 40 reads, 2) the average sample depth exceeded 18 or was below 10, and 3) fewer than 
164
Variant sites were retained if at least 20 samples had a genotype quality (GQ) score at least 20
165
(which corresponds to a genotyping accuracy of 99) and if the mapping quality (MQ) of the site 166 was at least 90. Finally, we filtered entire regions of the genome. In particular, we removed sites 167 that were identified as transposable elements or highly repetitive along with 100 bp on either 168 side of the repetitive element. We used the repeat-masked assembly available on JGI
169
(Spolyrhiza_290_v2.repeatmasked_assembly_v1.gff3), which masked retroelements, as well as 8 19623 annotated genes) that had sites where the average sample depth was greater than 18 178 reads, to further filter out paralogous genes.
180
Genetic distance
181
We calculated pairwise genetic distance using two methods. The pairwise 'genotypic distance'
182
was calculated by summing the number of sites between two samples that differed in genotype.
183
Pairs of sites that are homozygous for different alleles (homozygous differences) are weighted 184 twice as much as pair of sites where one sample is homozygous and the other samples is 185 heterozygous (heterozygous differences) ( Table S2 ). The pairwise 'allelic distance' is the 186 probability that a randomly selected allele from two samples at a given site will be different. The 187 two distance metrics differ only in how they score the distance between samples that are both exclusively through clonal propagation, heterozygous differences can occur simply due to a 208 point mutation in one of the lineages. With clonal reproduction, homozygous differences will be even rarer because they require two rare events, e.g., two point mutations occurring at the 210 same site or two lineages to be separated by both mutation and a gene conversion event.
Based on an inspection of the data (see Results and Discussion), we clustered samples 212 together if each pair within the cluster had ≤ 0.01% of sites with homozygous differences and ≤
213
2% of sites with heterozygous differences, as we found these thresholds to form very distinct 214 groups. Using this threshold, we found nine genotypes composed of multiple samples and three
215
genotypes each represented by a single sample (Table S5 ). For each of the 12 genotypes
216
(hereafter, genets) we created a 'consensus genotype' whereby the genotype of each site was 217 randomly chosen among the samples that form the group. Pairwise genotypic distance between 218 samples within genets was, on average, 35 times smaller than genotypic distances between 219 samples from different genets (Table S4 ). We confirmed our grouping using k-means clustering 
240
We further split these genes based on three levels of evolutionary constraint by using
241
Blastx to assess sequence similarity between S. polyrhiza genes and three other species
242
(Sorghum bicolor, Zea mays, Oryza sativa). We found genes with blast hits to all three species.
246
Linkage disequilibrium
247
The pattern of LD decay across all genotypes should reflect historical recombination events 248 between the disparate genotypes. We calculated LD as the covariance across diploid genotypes 249 using the script provided by Rogers and Huff (2009) Three samples (RD24, BC RR2_1 and RU195) were the sole representative of their genet while 310 all other genotypes had at least two samples (Table S4) . We confirmed the groupings into 311 distinct genets using k-means clustering. The model with 13 genets had the lowest BIC score k = 13 assigned the two Nova Scotia samples (HFA10, HFB11) to separate groups. However, 314 based on the low pairwise genotypic and allelic distance between these two samples, we 315 decided to represent the two samples as one genet in downstream analyses.
316
The unusual genet consisting of RU99 and RU448 was divergent in genotypic and allelic (Table S4 ). Due to the strong differentiation of the {RU99, RU448} genet from the others and its 323 abnormally high levels of heterozygosity (above), we removed it from downstream analyses. (Table 1 ). Tajima's D is slightly more negative at nonsynonymous sites, consistent with weak 336 purifying selection.
337
The relatively high value of π n /π s could reflect a reduced genome-wide efficacy of 338 natural selection (N e s) due to low rates of sexual reproduction causing low N e but may also 339 reflect weaker selection (i.e., low s) on many genes, perhaps due to a simplified morphology 340 and life cycle since divergence from monocot ancestors. Under the latter hypothesis, the 341 elevated π n /π s may only occur in genes with little to no expression. Genes with lower 342 expression had higher diversity at both synonymous and non-synonymous sites (Figure 3 , Table   343 S6). However, the reduction in diversity with increasing expression levels was proportionally 
360
There are two patterns in synonymous diversity that are somewhat unexpected.
361
Diversity at synonymous sites is low relative to intergenic sites, and it is also elevated in genes 
367
To test this, we examined the relationship between diversity across 50 kb windows for different 368 site types using a linear model that includes coding site (CDS) density, GC content, and the 369 CpG/GpC ratio, which has been used as an indicator of the level of DNA methylation (i.e. higher 
392
On average across our 50 kb windows, our estimate of the population recombination 
407
Using LDhat, we identified 131 putative recombination hotspots in S. polyrhiza that 408 possessed a recombination rate ten times higher than the average of the scaffold they belong to 409 (Table S12 ). Compared to some species (e.g. mammals), these hotspots are weak in strength
410
and very few in number. One possible explanation for their apparent rarity is that low levels of 
419
To look more broadly at recombination rate heterogeneity, we estimated average r in 50 420 kb windows across the genome, and tested for correlations with several genomic features.
421
Previous work in plants suggest that recombination rates are elevated upstream of coding 
427
content+CpG/GpC+coding sequence density+ π) ( Table 3) . From this analysis, both coding 428 sequence density and CpG/GpC positively affect ρ, while GC content now has a negative effect.
429
The 
433
Conclusion
434
The observation of low diversity could be explained by either low mutation rate or a low N e .
435
Direct estimates of the mutation rate indicate that the mutation rate is very low (i.e., one to two 
463
The most perplexing observation is the high π n /π s relative to other species, given that 464 the effective population size is estimated to be large (Xu et al. 2018 
